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Abstract—Continuous Delivery is recently used in software
projects to facilitate the process of product delivery in Agile
software development. As an Agile practice, this practice is
mainly used to achieve better quality of software development
process and higher customer satisfaction. However, less attention
has been paid on exploring the quality factors related to
Continuous Delivery as well as quality model. The main aim of
this paper is to figure out the quality aspects and factors of
Continuous Delivery. Initial data analysis showed that this
practice is impressed by people related factors, organizational
issues, tools and process related factors as well.
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I.

INTRODUCTION

Agile methods are widely using in software development
projects since the last decade. These methods promote a
different style of software development which distinguishes the
development from traditional or disciplined methods in
software engineering. Focusing on Agile values and principles,
defined in Agile manifesto [1], these methods promote early
and frequent delivery, higher quality level, better customer
collaboration, embracing required changes in customer‟s
requirements and so on [2]. It‟s why many software companies
are looking for the best way to adopt these methods in their
software product lines [3]. However, they are faced with
various challenges [4].
Agile software development includes various methods such
as Scrum, Extreme Programming (XP), Crystal family, Test
Driven Development (TDD), Feature Driven Development
(FDD), etc. [2], each defines its own particular practices, roles
and artifacts. However, usually, Agile software teams use
various practices that can be commonly used in all Agile
methods [4], [5]. Continuous Delivery (CD) is one the popular
practices which recently has gained special importance for
Agile projects.
CD focuses on releasing reliable software product through
software development, test and deployment [6]. This practice
was introduced in 2010, as the ability to release every time [7].
However, the core concept of CD is not really continuous code
development; it is the ability of release at any time [6], [8].
Indeed, the recently developed code should have the ability to

be added by new features and functionalities as easy as
possible.
Since the ultimate goal of software development is
achieving customer satisfaction through increasing quality of
both development process and product, quality of all the
development practices is important. Quality of CD also play a
great role in customer satisfaction. Better conduction of this
practice may lead to higher customer trust directly and
satisfaction indirectly. However, the literature review shows
less effort on exploring the quality related aspects of CD,
proposing a clear quality model, or even providing guidelines
to increase quality of this practice in real environments.
This article tries to explain the concept of CD from the lens
of quality and address the most related previous studies and
finally describe the outline of a required quality model
dedicated for this practice. So, the rest of this article is
organized as follows: Section 2 describe the underlying
concept of CD briefly. Section 3 addresses the most related
works followed by Section 4 which outlines a quality model
associated for CD. Section 5, finally, concludes the paper.
II.

CONTINUOUS DELIVERY

Agile software development defines an underpinning
concept, short cycles, which its focus is on early and frequent
delivery. To establish such concept, Agile approach defines
proper practices, among them CD plays a critical role. As
mentioned before, CD focuses on the ability of software
release whenever customer needs [6], [8]. CD is a really a
practice to help the software stakeholders (i.e. business and
technical parties) to collaborate in development and
deployment of a software product in short cycles while
focusing on the quality factors.
Technically speaking, CD is considered as an Agile
practice which facilitates the process of delivery of product
increments upon the customer request. However, CD focuses
more on commitment to ensuring the recently developed code
is able to be released at any time rather than the delivery
process [9]. The promised advantages of CD temp both
business and technical practices of software development to
adopt it in their product line [8]. Accelerating time-to-value,
quick user feedback, achieving clear and visible believable
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progress, reducing the risks of delivery, providing innovations
in the release process, better quality and data-driven decision
making are the most addressed advantages and benefits of CD
in practice [10], [11].

competitive software industry, lots of the reputed companies
such as Facebook, Google, IBM and Microsoft are trying to
use CD as a compulsory development practice in their project
[6], [11].

The above advantages have root in the concepts and goals
of CD. For instance, frequent delivery and release provides the
ability to get customer feedback timely and faster. Also, short
cycles and frequent delivery increase the chance of risk
discovery and avoid them in the next delivery. So, better
quality will be expected indirectly. Recently and in the

CD process includes a series of activities all together are
known as “Continuous Delivery Pipeline”. As shown in Fig. 1,
this pipeline involves some automatic and manual tasks.
Although, literature review shows different steps for this
pipeline, all are almost the same in tasks and activities in which
Build, Staging and Production are constant [7], [11], [12].

Fig. 1. Typical continuous delivery pipeline.

In the Build stage software teams use source repository as
input and store an artifact in the artifact repository. The main
goal of this stage is software development, software test,
packaging and archiving. Unit tests are mostly used in this
stage. The second stage, Staging, software teams install and
deploy the recently build artifact in a staging environment and
simultaneously perform regression, performance, integration
and functional tests. Production stage, finally, focuses on
deployment of the recently testes software into the production
environment [7].
Despite of its simple concept, employing of CD in practice
needs proper conditions. For instance, software development
process needs to support iterative development in advance [13].
Indeed, without defining several iterations, CD cannot be
considered. This would be a serious limitation for small
projects where number of iterations are limited. Furthermore,
extensive of positive team climate and also positive
atmosphere between customer and development team is
necessary [13].
III.

RESEARCH BACKGROUND

Most of the previous studies paid attention to introduction
and employment of CD only. Indeed, less attempts have been
made to determine and highlight the quality factors and aspects
of CD in practice. However, a few studies have referred to this
issue.
Some studies focused on the barriers and challenges of
employing and quality of CD in real environments.
“organizational challenges” was reported as a serious challenge
in the CD pipeline [5]. Another study [13] technical,
procedural and customer-related challenges of CD have been
addressed and the details of each were explained. For instance,
issues with CD downtime, problems and limitations of
automatic test process and configuration related problems are
listed as technical challenges.
Another study tried to create a trade-off between risk of
lower release quality and time-to-market while adoption of CD

[7]. Agile practices and their impacts on employing of CD
were investigated in another study. This study showed that
while some Agile practices like TDD, Pair testing, and
customer involvement and collaboration have a positive and
significant impact on the CD, some others like Pair
programming have not such impact.
In another study, a new eco-system, Rugby, was proposed
to support the CD life cycle and facilitate its pipeline [12]. The
main focus of this study was to indicate the impact of Agile
approach on the CD pipeline. The proposed eco-system defined
some new roles such as team leader, project leader, customer,
and developer to support and facilitate the CD adoption in real
environments. The results of this showed the increase of
frequency and quality of interactions between development
team and customer party.
In another study, some of the adaptable quality metrics of
CD were addressed. These metrics have been categorized as
project level, product level, and pipeline level. The addressed
metrics are suitable to be used in evaluating quality of CD.
In sum up, literature review shows that only a few studies
focused on quality aspects of CD. This indicates a research gap
that can be fulfilled by conducting proper research studies in
practice. Focusing on this gap, the next section provides some
quality factors that may affect the process of CD in practice.
IV.

OUTLINE OF CD QUALITY

Conducting a qualitative research study led to collection of
proper data related the topic under study, CD quality aspect.
Data collection and analysis are ongoing at the time of this
writing. However, some aspects of the results can be showed in
this article. This section provides the main findings of this
study. However, the details of each aspect and evaluation of
the findings will be provided in another article in future.
Data analysis showed that quality of CD is impressed by
four different aspects including People, Process, Organization,
and Tools, as shown in Fig. 2. These aspects are the high level
abstract for various quality factors. Indeed, each of them
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consists of several quality factors which together impress the
quality of CD in practice.
„People‟ category mainly indicates that people related
issues are important factors that impress quality of CD. People
relationship is so critical in performing CD since this practices
connect both technical and business parties. Furthermore, the
relationship between development team members also is
important, because it seems that collaborative teams conduct
CD in a better quality.

V.

CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK

CD is one the most important practices which recently is
widely used in software projects. This practice focuses on the
ability of software release at any time. CD defines a sequential
set of activities to facilitate the release process. Quality of CD
directly impresses the quality of development process. To
explore the quality factors and aspects of CD, a qualitative
study has been conducted. Initial data analysis showed that
quality of CD is impressed by four aspects including People,
Organization, Process, and Tools related factors. Each of these
aspects by involving some quality factors may lead to better
quality of CD in practice and real environments.
For the future work, the authors intend to employ the
proposed model in two case studies to evaluate its usefulness
and applicability in an empirical study.
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Fig. 2. The outline of quality aspects of CD.
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Usually the people involved the CD process having
different level of experience and so this aspect can impress the
quality of CD too.
„Process‟ of CD has a great impact on quality of this
practice. Various activities included in this process such as
TDD, frequent testing, mechanisms used for requirement
prioritization, and daily continuous integration seriously
needed to be perform in the professional manner. Therefore,
any weakness in doing such activities results in low quality of
CD directly.
In „organization‟ category the main focus in on the
organizational culture and its related issues. Existence of
culture of CD in organizational processes is compulsory to
achieve the desired quality of CD. Also, providing mechanisms
to manage the potential technical and human related risks
greatly can lead to better quality of CD. Moreover, quality
control and assurance and its process positively impress the
quality of all the involved practices generally and CD
particularly.
„Tools‟ category deals with tools related issues. For
instance, automatic facilitates directly accelerate the process of
CD and avoid the human related errors in this practice. Also,
existence of mechanisms for version controlling leads to
reduce configuration related defects.
In sum up, it seems that quality of CD depends of various
technical and human related activities. However, more data
analysis is necessary to explore the details of the above
mentioned aspects, as noted earlier.
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